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Notes

This LibGuide includes databases that are made available via Barbaros Library of Bahçeşehir University Istanbul (please use your OIS access codes). Please note that some of these databases are accessible on the Berlin University campus only.

Other helpful LibGuide collections (selection):

• Boston College: Business & Management, Economics
• Deutsche Zentralbibliothek für Wirtschaftswissenschaften (ZBW Leibniz Information Centre for Economics): Research Skills
• Michigan State University: Economics
• University of Oxford: Business, Economics
• University College Dublin: Business, Economics

All links last accessed on 19-25 October 2018.
1 BIBLIOGRAPHIC AND FULL-TEXT DATABASES

1.1 Business & Economics

Business Source Complete (EBSCO)
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
• All disciplines of Business, e.g. Marketing, Management, Accounting, Banking, Finance
• Full-text access to over 2,100 journals and magazines, including 1,300 peer-reviewed journals (as of July 2018)

EconBiz
• Literature search in the portal of ZBW Leibniz Information Centre for Economics (Kiel and Hamburg, Germany) (see section 0 below)
• Economics and Business Studies
• Over 9 million records from German & international databases (as of July 2018): journal articles, book chapters, working papers
• Access to free and licensed full-texts
• My EconBiz (registration): user account, useful to save titles and export them to reference management software

EconStor
• Open Access portal of ZBW Leibniz Information Centre for Economics (Kiel and Hamburg, Germany)
• Full-text access to over 161,000 documents from more than 400 research institutions (as of October 2018)
• Journal articles, book chapters, working papers, research reports, conference proceedings, preprints

EconLit
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
• Portal of AEA American Economic Association
• Business, Economics, Finance, Management
• Full-text access to peer-reviewed journals, books, working papers, theses & dissertations, conference proceedings
• Over 1.3 million records (as of July 2018), dating back to 1886
EconPapers

- Search interface of RePEc Research Papers in Economics, “the world’s largest collection of on-line Economics working papers, journal articles and software” (self-reported information)
- More than 2.7 million documents from 3,000 journals and 4,900 working paper series from 99 countries (as of October 2018)
- Over 850,000 working papers, 1.8 million journal articles, 38,000 books, 51,000 book chapters, 4,000 software components (as of October 2018)
- Hosted by Örebro University School of Business, Sweden

1.2 Social Science

GESIS Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences
(Mannheim and Cologne, Germany)

- Social Science, Economics, Survey Design & Methodology
- Bibliographic database and, partially, full-text access
- Journal articles, books, book chapters, research data, research instruments & tools, webpages

SSOAR Social Science Open Access Repository

- Open Access portal of GESIS (see last entry)
- Social Science, Economics, Political Science, Law, Administrative Science
- Full-text access to 48,000+ documents (as of October 2018)
- Journal articles, working papers, research reports, books, conference proceedings

SocINDEX with Full Text (EBSCO)
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)

- Social Science, Gender Studies, Racial Studies, Social Work, Social Psychology, Criminal Justice, Religion
- Full-text access to 600+ peer-reviewed journals (as of October 2018)
- Abstracts for journal articles dating back to 1895
- Bibliographic information on books, conference papers
SocioHub
Fachinformationsdienst (FID) Sociology
• Currently under development, Website in German only (as of October 2018)
• Search platform integrating several databases, e.g. SSOAR (see above)
• Focus on Open Access
• One of several Fachinformationsdienste für die Wissenschaft (Specialized Information Services for Sciences and Humanities) funded by the DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation)

1.3 Political Science

Political Science Complete (EBSCO)
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
• All disciplines of Political Science, e.g. Political Theory, Comparative Politics, Humanitarian Issues, International Relations, Law & Legislation, Non-Governmental Organizations
• Full-text access to over 680 journals, 330 books, 48,000 conference papers (as of July 2018)

POLLUX
Fachinformationsdienst (FID) Political Science
• Bibliographic information and, in many cases, full-text access to e-journals & e-books
• In some cases, full-text access only via account / log-in possible (registration)
• Over 3.2 million records with 1.1 million Open Access: 1.3 million articles, 434,000 books, 359,000 book chapters, 6,000 research data (as of July 2018)
• One of several Fachinformationsdienste für die Wissenschaft (Specialized Information Services for Sciences and Humanities) funded by the DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation)
1.4 Law

Beck e-Bibliothek
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- 65+ textbooks (as of October 2018)
- Civil Law, Public Law, Criminal Law

Beck-Online
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- Books, journals, legal commentaries, case law, standards, forms
- Several Law disciplines, e.g. Civil Law, Tax Law, Commercial & Economic Law
- Focus on German Law

HeinOnline
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- 2,200+ Law journals (as of October 2018); case law, international treats and agreements, court reports
- Focus on International Law, U.S., UK and Canadian Law

<\texttt{intR}\textsuperscript{2}[\$]>
Fachinformationsdienst (FID) / Virtuelle Fachbibliothek (ViFa) for International and Interdisciplinary Legal Research
- Bibliographic information and, in many cases, full-text access to e-journals & e-books
- One of several Fachinformationsdienste für die Wissenschaft (Specialized Information Services for Sciences and Humanities) funded by the DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation)

<\texttt{intR}\textsuperscript{2}Dok[\$]>
- Open Access repository of <\texttt{intR}\textsuperscript{2}[\$] (see last entry)
- Journal articles, books, theses, research data, blogs, audio-visual materials
- Website in German only
- Account currently only for authors (registration) (as of October 2018)
Specialized Sources

LexisNexis Academic
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- Business, Law, news, company information, financial performance measures
- 15,000+ sources (as of October 2018)

OPIL Oxford Public International Law
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- Search in international law services of Oxford University Press
- Currently available (as of October 2018): Oxford Reports on International Law, Max Planck Encyclopaedia of Public International Law, Oxford Scholarly Authorities on International Law, Oxford Historical Treaties, Oxford International Organizations

2 Stats & Facts

Destatis Statistisches Bundesamt
(German Federal Statistical Office)
Some highlights:
- Indicators, e.g. Sustainable Development Indicators, Globalisation Indicators
- National Economy & Environment, e.g. Labour Market, Foreign Trade
- Economic Sectors, e.g. Industry & Manufacturing, Energy, Services

Euromonitor Passport
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- Stats & facts about industries, economies, consumers, companies, analytics, country reports
- User account for saving searches, downloading and sharing contents

Eurostat Statistical Office of the European Union
Some highlights:
- General & Regional Statistics, e.g. European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) Countries
- Economy & Finance, e.g. Economic Globalisation
- International Trade, e.g. International Trade in Services
Economic Databases of the European Commission

Some highlights:
- **AMECO**: Annual Macro-Economic Database with data for EU-28, Euro Zone, EU countries, EU candidate countries, other OECD countries
- **Key economic indicators for the Euro Area**: tables and graphs depicting the most relevant economic statistics for the Euro Area
- **EU KLEMS**: EU-Level Analyses of Capital, Labour, Energy, Materials and Service Inputs

Statista: The Statistics Portal

- Over 1 million stats & facts from 22,500 sources; data on 170 industries from 50 countries (as of 2017)
- **Free Basic Account**: access to basic statistics

World Bank Data Catalogue

Some highlights:
- **Open Data Catalogue**: 17,000+ World Bank datasets (as of October 2018), e.g. time series, microdata, geospatial data
- **Projects & Operations**: Access to information on World Bank’s projects since 1947
- **Open Data Toolkit**: instruments for planning and implementing open data programmes

3 Special Search Engines

**ESE Economics Search Engine**

- Search Engine of AEA American Economic Association
- Search across more than 23,000 Economics websites

**Knoema**

- Search engine for free and licensed data, stats, analyses, visualizations for several topics, e.g. economy, environment, demographics
- Over 2.5 billion time series from thousands of sources around the world (as of February 2017)
4 Patents

DEPATISnet
- Patents database of DPMA Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt (German Patent and Trade Mark Office)
- Free access to over 95 million patent publications from about 100 countries, dating back to 1790 (as of July 2016)

Google Patents
- Free access to around 87 million patent publications from 17 patent offices around the world, dating back to 1790 (as of 2018)
- Technical papers and books (titles indexed in Google Scholar & Google Books)

5 Company Information

BFR Bundesfirmenregister
- Directory of companies registered in Germany

Unternehmensregister
- Directory of companies registered in Germany
- Licensed and free contents
6 PORTALS

EconBiz
- Portal of ZBW Leibniz Information Centre for Economics
Further contents in addition to the literature search interface listed in section 1.1 above:
  - Event calendar (conferences, summer schools)
  - Research Guide EconDesk: personalized reference service search for literature and statistical data
  - Research Skills: “with the online tutorial Guided Walk on how to search, evaluate and cite scholarly publications”

INOMICS
- Information on jobs, courses, study programmes, funding, events, institutions, insights
- Owner: 11 Academia Networks, Berlin, Germany

iLibrary of OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
- OECD publications & contents: books, papers, statistics, research data
- Over 11,000 e-books, 60,300 book chapters, 6,800 articles, 5,600 working papers, 5 billion data points across 42 databases (as of January 2018)
-Licensed and free content
-User account option currently under development (as of October 2018)

World Bank E-Library Archive (up to 2017)
(via National Licenses)
- World Bank publications
- Economic Sciences, Sociology, Political Science
- 3,000 e-books, several thousand working papers and 2 e-journals (as of 2018)
7 NEWS

7.1 Databases

**Newspaper Source Plus (EBSCO)**
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- Over 77 million articles from 1,200+ newspapers, 130+ newswires and 40+ news magazines (as of October 2018)
- Over 1.8 million television and radio news transcripts (as of October 2018)
- Full-text access

**Regional Business News (EBSCO)**
(via Barbaros Library Istanbul)
- Full-text regional business publications for U.S. and Canadian provinces
- About 100 regional publications (as of October 2018), dating back to 1990
- Sources: newspapers, radio and television news transcripts, trade publications, magazines, newswires

7.2 Selected Newspapers & News Portals

**CITY A.M.**
City A.M.

**DW Deutsche Welle**
(in English)

**FINANCIAL TIMES**
FT Financial Times

**The Guardian**
(International Edition)

**IBT.**
IBT International Business Times U.S.
Specialized Sources

IBT International Business Times UK

The Local
(Germany Edition)

SPIEGEL ONLINE
(Spiegel Online)
in German only

The Sunday Times

WirtschaftsWoche Online
(in German only)
Specialized Sources
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